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G-PTM-D can provide amino acid specificity information for unknown modifications.
In the Jurkat ∆M histogram, several ∆Ms (e.g. -91.007, -73.001, +249.978, +301.978, +323.960) do not correspond to any known modifications to our knowledge.
To find out whether they are specific to certain amino acid (AA) residues, we assigned them to any AA in the peptides that had the respective ∆M, then incorporated them into the new XML database, and performed the second-round search with regular mass 
G-PTM-D results in minimum bias for identification of modified peptides.
In Supplementary Figure S5 , we showed near complete overlap in the distributions of mass error, Q-value, and Morpheus score, for our unmodified and S3 modified PSMs. To further test for the existence of bias towards identification of modified peptides, we performed an additional experiment. In this experiment, highscoring decoy hits with PTM-characteristic mass shifts and Q-values below 1% were added to the forward target database and used in the second-pass narrow tolerance G-PTM-D search. There were 536 decoys that met this criterion in the HeLa dataset. A second-round search was performed with the same parameters described in the main text. Red font is used to represent ion matches.
